A Transnational Tale of Teenage Terror:
The Blackboard Jungle in Global Perspective
by Adam Golub
The Blackboard Jungle remains one of Hollywood’s most iconic depictions of deviant American
youth. Based on the bestselling novel by Evan Hunter, the 1955 film shocked and thrilled
audiences with its story of a novice teacher and his class of juvenile delinquents in an urban
vocational school. Among scholars, the motion picture has been much studied as a cultural
artifact of the postwar era that opens a window onto the nation’s juvenile delinquency panic,
burgeoning youth culture, and education crisis.1 What is less present in our scholarly discussion
and teaching of The Blackboard Jungle is the way in which its cultural meaning was
transnationally mediated in the 1950s. In the midst of the Cold War, contemporaries viewed The
Blackboard Jungle not just as a sensational teenpic, but as a dangerous portrayal of U.S. public
schooling and youth that, if exported, could greatly damage America’s reputation abroad. When
the film did arrive in theaters across the globe, foreign critics often read this celluloid image of
delinquent youth into broader narratives about the corrupting effects of imported U.S. culture.
The recent transnational turn in historical and cultural studies has challenged scholars to study
the “global flow of people, ideas, texts, and products,” and to explore the ways in which these
flows affect local cultures and complicate national histories.2 To fully appreciate the cultural
work of The Blackboard Jungle and its significance in the history of childhood and youth, we
need to situate its production, distribution, and reception in a larger intercultural global context.3
Drawing on archival evidence as well as a small but growing body of secondary
scholarship, my essay reconstructs the transnational history of The Blackboard Jungle. While a
handful of scholars have focused on the local impact of the film, particularly in Germany,
Austria, France, and the U.K., this essay more broadly surveys its reception in a variety of
countries, including those outside of Europe, and it also explores the ways in which the domestic
controversy surrounding The Blackboard Jungle was shaped by Cold War geopolitics.4 This
more expansive history shows us that an intense debate about the movie’s impact took place in
both the American and the foreign press, in the U.S. State Department and within Hollywood,
and among civic leaders and social scientists outside of the United States. Revisiting these
debates provides us with a new understanding of how global concerns circumscribed the
domestic controversy surrounding MGM’s “Drama of Teenage Terror. More importantly, it
reveals how, in the 1950s, the United States exported a way of seeing and thinking about juvenile
delinquency that influenced ideas about rebellious youth—and delinquent American culture—
around the world.
“A Portrait of Democracy at Work”
The plot of the Blackboard Jungle centers on Rick Dadier, a young, newly-married army veteran
(played by Glenn Ford) who teaches English at North Manual Trades in New York City. His
students are working class, racially diverse, and all male, characteristics that implicitly offer
viewers an explanation for their delinquent behavior. The film famously begins with a scene of
the young men—some wearing cuffed jeans and white t-shirts, some sporting ducktails—dancing
in the schoolyard to the strains of “Rock Around the Clock,” by Bill Haley and the Comets; their
subcultural style provides another explanatory frame for their deviant tendencies. Undeterred by
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an older teacher who tells him that North Manual Trades is the “garbage can of the education
system,” the idealistic Dadier is determined to make a connection with his students. From the
start, however, the school is depicted as dangerous. Early in the film, Dadier saves a female
teacher from an attempted rape in the library. He and a colleague are beaten up in a back alley
one night while coming home from a bar. His pregnant wife receives “poison pen” letters from a
student implying that Dadier is having an affair. The students mock and disrespect him
throughout. Dadier struggles with thoughts of quitting even as he achieves small victories,
especially in his attempts to reach out to an African American student played by Sidney Poitier.
In the final scene, a student attacks Dadier with a knife in the classroom, but the other students,
led by Poitier’s character, defend Dadier and pin the troublemaker to the wall with an American
flag. With this show of support, Dadier decides not to quit his job. Despite ending with this
positive—and patriotic—message, the film generated immense controversy both in the United
States and around the globe due to its violent content, its negative depiction of public education,
and its sensationalized focus on delinquent youth subculture.
In December 1954, several months before the scheduled premiere of The Blackboard
Jungle, an executive at Loew’s theaters wrote Metro Goldwyn Mayer studios to express concerns
about the film’s potential impact abroad. The executive, Dave Blum, worried that communists
might use the story as propaganda to persuade foreign audiences of the inferiority of American
education. Because Loew’s would be responsible for international as well as domestic
distribution, Blum advocated for several script changes that he thought would stymie communist
attempts to exploit the motion picture. For one, he wanted to make it clear to audiences that “the
school that forms the basis of this picture is an antiquated exception that is being eliminated.”
He also urged MGM to include an expression of the idea that delinquency “has always been an
aftermath of war and the present wave of unruly children is found in all countries.” The film
could “spoon-feed” this idea, Blum added, by specifically alluding to the problem of juvenile
delinquency in the Soviet Union.5 After viewing a rough cut of The Blackboard Jungle, MGM
producer Dore Schary wrote Blum back and told him not to worry. In his letter, Schary rebuffed
Blum’s suggestions and countered that the film already made it clear that this school was
atypical. Schary then proceeded to praise Blackboard Jungle as a “portrait of democracy at
work” because it showed that “with patience and courage and understanding, even these hotbeds
of delinquency can be eliminated.” In closing, Schary assured Blum, “You need have no
concern over its foreign distribution.”6
History would soon prove Schary’s appraisal wide of the mark. In the meantime, The
Blackboard Jungle opened in the United States in March 1955 to large audiences and
considerable controversy. MGM’s so-called “portrait of democracy at work” was aggressively
marketed as a “Drama of Teen-age Terror.” Sensational newspaper advertisements for the film
blared, “They Turned a School Into a Jungle!” and “They Brought Their Jungle Code Into the
School!” There was even a promotional float that drove around New York City featuring a
scowling teenager who cleaned his fingernails with a switchblade.7 The film itself reportedly
inspired a gang of girls in Memphis to burn down a cattle barn (though no such scene appears in
the movie), and it was blamed by authorities for a rash of “juvenile outbreaks” in upstate New
York.8 As more and more civic groups and educators denounced the motion picture—one school
principal called it a “libel” against public education—commentators began to debate the wisdom
of exporting this depiction of a chaotic American school to the world.9
In one camp were those who feared The Blackboard Jungle would give the international
community a distorted impression of U.S. schools and harm the nation’s reputation as a model
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democracy. Advocates for distribution, on the other hand, contended that the United States
would come off looking more humble and sincere to foreign audiences because it was admitting
that some aspects of American society were not perfect.10 In an attempt to appease the ever
louder chorus of detractors, MGM spliced in a special foreword for foreign distribution stating
that the plot was fictional and the conditions depicted were not representative of U.S. schools in
general. The MGM Foreign Department also made sure that the subtitles for The Blackboard
Jungle avoided any dialogue references to the low wages earned by U.S. schoolteachers.11 With
these amendments in place, the film was packaged, shipped, and screened in theaters worldwide
throughout the summer and fall of 1955. Dore Schary’s earlier assurances to Dave Blum
notwithstanding, The Blackboard Jungle swiftly generated as much controversy abroad as it had
in the United States.
In many countries around the world, MGM’s “portrait of democracy” was received more
as a “portrait of delinquency” that threatened to corrupt children and undermine public order.
Film censors in Great Britain, for example, were concerned that Blackboard Jungle would
inspire acts of juvenile delinquency. Consequently, they cut five minutes of footage and gave it
an “X” rating that prohibited children from attending.12 Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Cuba, and
Holland also restricted admission to adults.13 Australia’s chief censor initially banned the film
outright; the decision was reversed on appeal, but 165 feet of objectionable footage was still
excised.14 Women’s organizations in Toronto unsuccessfully pressed the Ontario Board of Film
Censors for an immediate Province-wide ban on that grounds that the film glorified “the
classroom development of criminal tendencies.” In reviewing the film, one West German
newspaper stated pointedly that juvenile delinquency was at its core “an expression of American
civilization.” In Japan, parents groups in several cities demanded that movie houses stop
showing the film. Responding to public outrage in Kobe, law enforcement officials drafted a bill
for submission to the local assembly that would authorize the police department to ban movies
and publications it deemed “harmful to juveniles,” such as Blackboard Jungle. The censor board
in India declared the film “unsuitable for public exhibition” and it was similarly banned in some
fifteen different countries.”15
In Italy, U.S. Ambassador Clare Booth Luce pressured organizers of the Venice Film
Festival not to show The Blackboard Jungle. She worried that communists in Italy would exploit
the film as anti-American propaganda and she threatened to boycott the festival if the movie was
screened. Though the ambassador had never actually seen the motion picture, she claimed to
trust the opinions of close advisors who had. According to a member of her delegation, The
Blackboard Jungle imparted "an unflattering and unrealistic view of American school life."
MGM cried censorship, but the U.S. State Department supported Luce’s actions, stating that it
was her diplomatic responsibility to speak out against any film that was “not... truly
representative of America.”16 Dore Schary called the Luce affair “hypocritical nonsense” and
“flagrant political censorship,” while Variety opined that The Blackboard Jungle was “not
typical of American classroom misbehaviorism” just as Italian gangster films were not
representative of Italy.17 At the same time, those who had been dubious of MGM’s decision to
export the film in the first place ran to Luce’s defense. For example, the film critic for the Los
Angeles-based Catholic newspaper The Tidings wrote, “Unless those who choose to make such
controversial films as The Blackboard Jungle voluntarily withhold them from foreign audiences
to whom they may convey a false and damaging impression of American life, government
intervention is inevitable.”18
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To be fair, audience reception abroad was not uniformly hostile. In Egypt, for example,
the Ministry of Education paid for a special screening of The Blackboard Jungle for
schoolteachers. The Evangelical Film Guild of Australia called the movie “valuable and
instructive” and recommended it to “all worldly and clerical teachers, parents and lawyers
concerned with juvenile delinquency." In Singapore, one newspaper editorialized that The
Blackboard Jungle fostered “good international relations as one country’s confession to the
world that it is angry at its sociological weakness.” In Finland, theaters encouraged attendance
by taking the unusual step of offering tax-free screenings. 19
In the face of this mixed global reaction, MGM felt compelled to defend its actions—and
public reputation—by launching a campaign to foil further attempts to suppress, restrict, or edit
The Blackboard Jungle abroad. In October 1955, the studio issued a manual to theater managers
stationed overseas to use as a guide in defending the motion picture against foreign censorship.
In the manual, MGM boasted that the movie was in fact acting as a “force for good” in the world
because it showed how troubled youth could be “won over to a decent way of thinking” through
the perseverance of a caring adult.20 The Blackboard Jungle was described as “a testament to the
courage and liberty of cinematography” and a “tribute to the teaching profession.” The studio
also enclosed a series of talking points to help theater managers make the case that Blackboard
Jungle had proved “helpful to the world-wide problem of juvenile restlessness” and was
therefore “honoring America.”21 In addition, the package listed numerous quotes from different
foreign newspapers that had heaped praise upon the film, such as this statement from the London
News Chronicle: “Nothing so fosters good international relations as one country’s confession to
the world that it is angry at its sociological weakness.”
One U.S. newspaper noted that all of this global controversy only added fuel to the film’s
“box office bonfire abroad.” By May 1957, the motion picture had grossed $8 million
worldwide.22 As the episodes recounted above suggest, The Blackboard Jungle was a global—
not just American—phenomenon in the 1950s. Its history is appreciably an internationalized
history, one characterized by stories of cross-cultural contact, conflict, and negotiation.
Reconstructing this history can help us understand—and teach—the movie’s cultural
significance in fresh and important ways. To illustrate this point, I would like to enlarge on three
episodes in particular that make clear how transnational processes shaped the film’s multivalent
meanings.
The Blackboard Jungle and Japan
The Blackboard Jungle uproar in Japan can readily be connected to broader concerns about U.S.
occupation and cultural influence. Japan had achieved sovereignty in 1952, but the United States
still leveraged much control culturally and diplomatically when The Blackboard Jungle was
screened in 1955. In fact, Japan’s Cinema Censorship Board, Eirin, labeled the film “harmful,”
but its hands were tied by a policy—held over from the Allied occupation—that granted U.S.
movie companies the sole power to determine which films would and would not be exported to
Japan. According to this policy, the Japanese simply could not decide whether or not they
wanted to import a motion picture. The Japanese daily newspaper Asahi Shimbun argued that this
system was a “national disgrace” and pointed out that European movie companies, unlike
American studios, at least gave the Japanese an option. Many major Japanese newspapers
similarly launched an editorial crusade against the U.S. movie industry that was prompted by the
imminent release of The Blackboard Jungle. The president of the Japanese Theater Owners
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Federation appealed to Metro Goldwyn Mayer to “cooperate with us and enable us to reject
undesirable pictures,” but the studio did not yield. In the end, The Blackboard Jungle was shown
in Japan, though the Japanese were able to place some age restrictions on the screenings:
children under 18 were barred from admission in the entire Kanakawa Prefecture as well as in
several major cities, including Osaka, Kobe, and Kyoto.23
Anxieties about the general content of U.S. culture also mediated the reception of The
Blackboard Jungle in Japan. In the postwar years, particularly with the influx of American
popular culture, concerns about the influence of U.S. film, music, and juvenile literature on
Japanese youth were voiced with greater frequency. After the war, for example, Japanese
translators of Mark Twain worried that popular characters like Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry
Finn might inspire delinquent behavior among young people, so they edited out scenes involving
smoking, cursing, and stealing.24 When American jazz music began attracting more young fans
in the postwar era, a prominent Japanese psychologist claimed that the music was having a
“narcotic effect” on the minds of Japanese teenagers, causing the “suspension of thought” and
the inability to “quietly [think] about things.”25 Anxieties about youth and mass culture
crystallized in the much-discussed 1950 case of a young chauffeur in Tokyo who stole funds
from his employer and subsequently went on a spending spree with his teenaged girlfriend.
When caught and pressed to explain himself, the chauffeur simply said to authorities—in
English—“oh, mistake.” In the public eye, this couple came to symbolize a younger generation
corrupted by consumer culture. The lovers were allegedly fans of Hollywood gangster films and
they “conversed in a curious polyglot of Japanese and broken English, had no apparent interests
beyond material consumption and sexual pleasure, and felt no remorse at all for their casual
crime.”26 The Blackboard Jungle was read into this larger narrative of corruption by mass
culture; after the film opened, the press claimed it “incited violence,” and the media pounced on
the story of a schoolboy in Kyushu who had pulled a knife on a classmate after going to see the
motion picture.27
In postwar Japan, The Blackboard Jungle traversed two interrelated societal debates—
one about childhood and U.S. mass culture, another about Japanese sovereignty. Its reception
and meaning were transnationally mediated by local discourses about juvenile misbehavior,
concerns about the corrupting effects of American popular culture, and resentment of lingering
policies from the U.S. occupation. When we look beyond the United States to Japan to better
understand The Blackboard Jungle, we find it symbolized something much larger than a school
story in the 1950s—it reinforced the image of an unyielding, delinquent American culture that
would not fully recognize Japan’s independence.
West Germany’s Blackboard Jungle
When we follow The Blackboard Jungle to West Germany, where it was released in late 1955,
still other interpretations of its cultural work become possible. In her book Jazz, Rock & Rebels:
Cold War Politics and American Culture in a Divided Germany, Uta G. Poiger helpfully
describes the ways in which the film shaped German understandings of juvenile delinquency.
When a wave of youth riots erupted across both Germanys in the mid-1950s, many
commentators blamed the uprisings on U.S. cultural imports. Specifically, critics singled out The
Blackboard Jungle (along with The Wild One and Rebel Without a Cause) for showcasing
fashion, music, and behavior that was negatively influencing German youth. In reviewing The
Blackboard Jungle, for instance, West German newspapers expressed concern that the movie’s
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theme song, “Rock Around the Clock,” as well as the jazz soundtrack, “symbolized and
illustrated American male delinquency.” A German educational expert pointed out that the white
gang leader in The Blackboard Jungle exemplified a teenager who has regressed into a “wild
state” and exhibits nihilistic behavior.28 As was the case in Japan, West Germans feared that
degenerate American culture would create degenerate German youth. And as in Japan, West
Germans already had their own share of concerns about local teen deviance.
The West German press used the term Halbstarke (“hooligans) to describe and discuss
the perceived epidemic of juvenile delinquency on German soil. The term had first been used in
the early 1900s, but in the 1950s it was revived by the German media in stories about the youth
riots and in reports about growing gang activity. Generally, the term was broadly and
indiscriminately applied to any nonconformist youth, “in large part due to the unwillingness of
the media to differentiate between ‘real’ juvenile criminals and comparatively harmless groups
of young people roaming the streets.”29 Media portrayals of West Germany’s
Halbstarkeproblem in the media connected the hooligans’ American fashion—tight jeans, Tshirts, short jackets, greased back ducktails—to their delinquent behavior. Social science
professionals similarly laid blame for Halbstarke on the United States: “adolescents, and
especially young males, modeled their rebellious behavior on American examples transmitted to
Germany via American movies and music.”30 Poiger makes the case that The Blackboard Jungle
influenced this emerging discourse. She notes that the film “shaped West German
representations of Halbstarke.” For example, one newspaper photo showed male teens whistling
at a woman walking by on the street; the dress, pose, and facial expressions of the Halbstarke
invoke a similar scene in The Blackboard Jungle.31 The American motion picture also inspired a
West German film on the topic of juvenile delinquency. Die Halbstarken, released in October
1956, told the story of a working-class gang of adolescents who committed robberies. Shot in
black and white, featuring a soundtrack of fast-paced American music, and starring young actors
dressed in jeans and short jackets, Die Halbstarken was a “self-conscious West German answer
to The Wild One, The Blackboard Jungle, and Rebel Without a Cause.” The film was notable,
argues Poiger, because “it helped to spread the term Halbstarke and because it translated into
German terms a trope that characterized a German view of American juvenile delinquency.”32
In West Germany, then, we find a case study of the influence of The Blackboard Jungle
on local media depictions of youth deviance and on professional explanations for the causes of
such deviance. Moreover, we see how the film provided a set of class and age-based tropes for
the German culture industry to imaginatively borrow in constructing their own ideas about
juvenile delinquency. The story of The Blackboard Jungle in West Germany is one of creative
creolization—the forging of a new transnational tale about youth culture and rebellion that
reminds us how “the identity of exported cultural signs is altered exactly at the moment in which
they intersect with other cultures.”33
MGM’s Cultural Diplomacy
Finally, studying The Blackboard Jungle in a global context shows us how the film can be read
as a chapter in the larger story of Cold War cultural diplomacy. As Richard Pells observes, the
Cold War was “waged as much for cultural influence as for political, economic, and military
domination.”34 In the postwar era, the U.S. State Department became more involved in
sponsoring and exporting American culture as part of its foreign policy strategy. At the
governmental level, particularly via the United States Information Agency, there was a new push
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to “define culture strategically in an international context” and export a positive vision of
American culture and society.35 Thus, during the Cold War, the State Department built
“America Houses” across the world that featured reading rooms, lecture and concert halls,
galleries, and repositories of musical recordings and films—all meant to showcase the “good
life” in the United States. It also sponsored tours of jazz musicians and the “Family of Man”
photography exhibit. It promoted its agenda through broadcasts of Radio Free Europe and the
Voice of America. It even financially rewarded Hollywood studios that exported films offering a
positive cultural self-portrayal of the United States.36
This history of sponsored, “official” cultural exports has been well-documented by Cold
War historians.37 What has received less attention is the history of how the U.S. culture industry
conducted its own cultural diplomacy—especially when it circulated content that was frowned
upon by the U.S. government. As was clear from the Luce affair, the State Department bristled at
the export of “unofficial” culture that could potentially harm America’s image. The MGM
manual for studio managers abroad, defending The Blackboard Jungle as a “force for good”
because it was honest, inspiring, and therefore in line with U.S. foreign policy objectives, offers
a glimpse into this process of unofficial diplomacy. Notably, MGM felt compelled to justify its
entertainment product in Cold War political terms, employing the rhetoric of cultural selfportrayal and conducting its own brand of outreach. As the manual proudly proclaimed:
There are those who mistakenly or hypocritically say that The Blackboard Jungle should
not be shown—or if shown, should not be sent abroad. Such opinion disregards the basic
difference between free countries eager to proclaim their glories but not adverse to
admitting the less desirable aspects of their culture, and Iron Curtain countries, whose
productions… “show only happy, smiling peasants.”38
In other words, the American Blackboard Jungle exemplified honest cultural portrayal, in
contrast to the phony and staged propaganda screened in “Iron Curtain” countries. MGM clearly
strived to graft a significance to its product that was shaped by international circumstances.
Conclusion
In the United States as in Japan and Germany, the meanings attached to The Blackboard Jungle
were inescapably cross-cultural. In the history of childhood and youth, The Blackboard Jungle
needs to be understood not simply as an American cultural artifact that tells us something about
the United States in the 1950s, but as a transnational cultural text with multiple and sometimes
competing meanings that can tell us something about the dynamics of globalization during the
Cold War. In some cases, the film fueled anti-American sentiment, influenced local
understandings of juvenile delinquency and youth subcultural style, and disrupted official
channels of cultural diplomacy. In other cases, the film was received as an honest and helpful
portrayal of a worldwide problem—the outrage it sparked was not necessarily universal. In short,
the transnational history of The Blackboard Jungle shows us how American images of youth and
delinquency circulated meaningfully, multiply, and with consequence beyond U.S. borders
during the 1950s.
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